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Theagenes of Thasos was a famous athlete at the time of the Persian Wars, and there was 

naturally a statue of him in his home city . After his death, a less successful and embittered 

rival used secretly to take his revenge by giving Theagenes' statue regular night-time 

floggings , until one night the statue grew tired of this and fell over and squashed him. The 

victim's sons promptly prosecuted the statue in the courts for murder. It was found guilty 

and taken out and 'executed' by drowning in the sea. The Thasians later had severe 

problems with their crops and, on Delphi's advice, had to fish out and re-dedicate 

Theagenes' wronged statue in its former place, where it then received sacrifices. All then 

went well for the Thasians. None of this sounds very much like our experience of Greek or 

any other sculpture. 'Why not?', we might ask . 

 

The main business of Greek sculptors was the production of statues – thousands of them, 

mostly in bronze. The workshop of a single prolific sculptor was credited with 1500 bronze 

statues. Sculptures for decorating temples were mostly much less important than major 

free-standing statues. No ancient writer so much as mentions the Parthenon frieze. Ancient 

cities and sanctuaries were literally crammed with lifesize statues. Even after extensive 

Roman plundering, a tourist-writer tells us, there were still 3000 statues left on Rhodes and 

'no fewer' at Athens, Olympia, and Delphi. This gives some idea of the quantities and 

crowding there must have been. Sanctuaries like Delphi and Olympia covered not much 

more space than a soccer field. At most times – except during festivals there would have 

been more statues around than people. Statues were very expensive: about 3000 drachmas 

for a lifesize bronze at a time when the average worker's wage was one to two drachmas a 

day. So, what were all those statues for? 

 

As is well known, the Greeks had no word for 'art'. For us, art is something which is separate 

from, and can comment on life. It is almost by definition useless – that is, without a practical 

function. For the Greeks, sculptures and paintings shared just the same quality as other 

man-made artefacts, such as swords or ships: they were all produced by techne or human 

technique. Statues had important roles or uses in ancient society: they were very much part 

of Greek life, like swords and ships, not something separated from it as 'art'. These statues 

were fine objects and naturally the Greeks found them pleasing to look at, but that was not 

the primary reason why they were made. 

 

All statues in Greece were made for one of several distinct purposes – religious, social, or 

political – which can sometimes overlap. They were made to be worshipped (cult), to 



commemorate the dead (funerary), to offer to the gods (votive), or to honour the living 

(honorific). 

 

Cult statues 

 

From Homer onwards, all Greeks (apart from a few quibbling philosophers) thought of the 

gods as anthropomorphic, i.e. looking like men and women. Cult statues were figures of the 

gods which were worshipped as somehow being or containing the god. They were housed in 

temples and were the focus of worship for a particular god in his or her local guise – for 

example, Athena Polias (= of the City) on the acropolis at Athens. The oldest cult statues 

were the most revered; these, like the Athena Polias, were often small wooden idols 

wearing real clothes (which were changed with great ceremony at regular intervals). But 

new cult statues continued being made along with new temples for them, like the colossal 

gold and ivory Athena Parthenos which the Parthenon was built to house. 

 

Cult statues were a medium of close contact between gods and mortals. The god could 

make appearances ('epiphanies') in his statue and on occasions the statue could speak, 

move, weep, sweat , etc., just like a real god. When Alexander the Great was besieging Tyre 

in 332 B.C. the city chained up its statue of Apollo, because the god had told one of the 

citizens in a dream that he was planning to desert to Alexander. The closeness of contact 

possible with a god through statues is illustrated by fascinating stories of mortals having 

illicit nocturnal sex with cult statues, like the famously beautiful Aphrodite of Knidos. 

 

Funerary statues 

 

Funerary statues were simply representations of the dead person set up over his or her 

grave. Because of the cost, such statues were always the preserve of the elite. Cheaper 

alternatives were grave slabs (stelai), painted or carved in relief. The great time for funerary 

statues in Greece was the 6th century B.C. when rich aristocrats put up fine marble figures 

on their family graves both to commemorate their dead sons and daughters and to 

advertise their wealth and status. Archaic statues like that of Kroisos in Athens, who was 

killed in battle or 'shot down in the front ranks by fierce Ares', as the inscribed base puts it, 

were designed to express the moral and physical superiority in athletics and war which were 

supposed to be given by noble birth and which justified aristocratic preeminence. 

 

These fancy grave statues were banned by law by the new democracy at Athens in the 5th 

century, and communal state-burial was instituted for the city's war dead. Not just the rich 

died in war and especially not in war at sea where the rowing was done by the lowest 

property class. 

 

 



Votive statues 

 

In numbers, votive statues far outstripped cult and funerary statues. Along with animal 

sacrifices, votive offerings were the currency of Greek religion. They were objects dedicated 

to a particular god in his sanctuary either in pious hope of future benefits from the god or as 

the promised payment for benefits already received. ('Votive' comes from the Latin word 

'votum' meaning vow or prayer.) Almost anything could serve as a votive dedication, from 

pins to buildings. Of the many different artefacts, statues were among the most common  

and prestigious dedications. But sculptured figures could be made to suit all pockets from 

tiny clay statuettes for the poor to colossal bronzes for great state dedications. They could 

represent the dedicator, the god, or often an anonymous 'servant' or go-between. A very 

early bronze statuette (7th century B.C.) dedicated to Apollo by one Mantiklos is typical. On 

its thighs is engraved a message: 'Mantiklos offers me as a tithe to Apollo of the Silver Bow; 

do you Phoibos give me some pleasing favour in return'. The statuette is being used or 'sent' 

as a medium of exchange between Mantiklos and Apollo. 

 

The big state dedications, which became common in the Classical period, were most often 

to thank a god for success in war and were paid for from booty. The Athenians made two 

famous dedications of statues from the spoils of the battle of Marathon (490 B.C.): a 

colossal bronze Athena (c. 25 feet high) on the acropolis at Athens, and a line of thirteen 

bronze statues at Delphi representing Apollo, Athena, ten Athenian heroes, and their dead 

general Miltiades. Such statues were meant not just to curry divine favour, like Mantiklos' 

little figure, but also to advertise the city's success to other Greeks. 

 

Honorific statues 

 

The same mixture of piety and self-advertisement is typical of one of the most common 

classes of Greek statue – the victorious athlete. Athletics were a large and important part of 

Greek life, and winning in the big inter-state games brought immense prestige. At Olympia, 

the right of an athlete to advertise his victory by having his statue set up within the 

sanctuary was part of his prize. (The winners in the girls' races at Olympia – the Heraia – 

were only allowed to dedicate paintings of themselves.) A rare survivor of the victory 

dedications from the games at Delphi is the amazingly preserved and superbly worked 

Delphi Charioteer. He was originally part of a bronze four-horse chariot group which was 

dedicated by one Polyzalos, a tyrant of Gela in Sicily, whose chariot team won at the games 

in 474 B.C. 

 

Athletic statues were really partly votive and partly honorific. They were mostly dedicated in 

sanctuaries, but honoured individuals. Honorific statues pure and simple were portraits of 

individuals set up by the state in a prominent public place, like the agora or theatre, in 

gratitude for some great service to the city. They were the highest civic honour available. 



Great numbers of these portrait statues were set up during the Hellenistic period and under 

the Roman empire when wealth became concentrated in the hands of powerful local 

magnates. The rich magnate splashed out on buildings, food subsidies, games, etc. for his 

city, and in return the city gave him the much coveted symbolic reward of a public statue. 

Such statues had a mainly political role , but they were sometimes also awarded for cultural 

contributions, often only posthumously. For example, the Athenians set up statues of their 

three great tragedy writers, Aeschylus, Sophokles, and Euripides in the theatre, but over 

sixty years after they were all dead. 

 

Statues at Rome 

 

Under the Romans, statues continued to be made for the same purposes, in as much as life 

went on in the same way. There was of course much that was new, most notably the 

towering figure of the Roman emperor, whose portrait image was set up in statues and 

busts by cities all over the empire. These were reproduced in great quantities from standard 

models issued from Rome. Most of his subjects would never see the emperor, so that his 

statues were important in providing a physical presence and some basic visual contact with 

him. They could also tell his subjects (whether truthfully or not) about his 'character' as a 

ruler. There survive over 250 portraits of Augustus alone, which always show him aged 

about thirty, even when he was in his seventies! 

 

Beside the traditional uses, the Romans employed statues in new ways which come closer 

to our ideas of statues as 'art'. When they conquered the Greek world in the 2nd and 1st 

centuries B.C., the Romans removed as booty thousands of statues from cities and 

sanctuaries, took them home, and put them on display round Rome, sometimes in newly 

made porticoes (these were the world's first art-galleries). Since these statues represented 

Greek subjects, they had little useful function in Roman life, except as pleasing objects to 

look at. Some Romans viewed them, rather as we might , as 'fine art' by the old masters; 

others of a more philistine temperament complained loudly and frequently that they were 

trivial ornaments with no real use. 

 

Since there were not enough original Greek statues to go round, Romans had soon to buy 

instead mass-produced marble copies of the old masters – in tens of thousands with which 

to decorate public buildings and the gardens of their luxury villas. They called these statues 

ornamenta what we would call decorative art. It is these Roman marble copies and 

adaptations of Greek statues, often of uninspiring quality, which make up the bulk of the 

Greek or Greek-looking statues in our museums. 

 

 

 

 



Decline 

 

With the triumph of Christianity in later antiquity, the massive production of bronze and 

marble statues dwindled sharply. Some types of statue were still made, like portraits of the 

emperor, but statues were so much part of pagan culture that the artistic limelight was 

quickly shifted to other art forms, like ivories and mosaics for churches. Some of the old 

statues were destroyed by zealous Christians, who thought them inhabited by evil demons 

(they sometimes strung them up in the street for public ridicule). Many were left to decay 

where they were, serving the declining pagan population or acting as monuments of the 

past. Many also were transported to Constantinople where they were used as art-

decoration or sometimes as popular talismans. For example, an antique statue of Aphrodite 

was noted there for its magical ability in detecting unchaste women. 

 

The abundant use of statues of gods and mortals was one of the more distinctive features of 

Greek and Roman culture – as much as going to the theatre, drinking wine, or speaking 

Greek or Latin. No other civilisations have used so many statues to articulate so many of 

their key religious, social, and political concerns. Statues were important parts or even, like 

Theagenes' statue, active members of society. Pheidias and Perikles would have had 

difficulty in understanding what the British Museum was for. 
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